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Self expected to resign by April 1
’Students will pay’

Prop. 9 discussed
by Boni Brewer
About 20 SJSU faculty met over
wine and cheese on Tuesday to
discuss the possible impact of
Proposition 9 on their jobs, but much
concern revolved around how the
income tax-cutting initiative could
affect college access to students.
"Students will pay for what
Jarvis takes away," said Bill Crist,
president of the statewide Congress
of Faculty Associations (CFA).
Crist addressed the faculty, all
CFA members, with representation
mainly from the sciences, social
sciences and education. All were
tenured faculty.
The meeting was held off
campus at the University Club.
If California voters pass the
initiative on June 3, losses to the
state have been estimated at $4.9
billion. The California State
University and Colleges system
could lose up to $256 million, according to the state Department of
Finance.
"I perceive a strong pressure
for getting away from tuition-free
education," Crist said, adding that
he finds tuition "philosophically repugnant."
Crist met on Monday with the
Senate Finance Committee on
Higher Education, which he said is
considering imposing a yearly
tuition of between $200 and $600 for
undergraduate students and from

$400 to $900 for grads.
CSUC Chancellor Glenn Dumke
said last month that an alternative
to a $950 across-the-board tuition
would be laying off i,600 faculty and
an equal number of staff and administrators.
There will probably be a combination of tuition and layoffs, Crist
said, adding that it is unclear
whether tuition funds would go back
into the university or into the state’s
general fund.
If tuition is imposed, there
should be a scholarship program for
low-income students, Crist said, or
college access will be denied on a
discriminatory basis.
Faculty asked whether other
fees could be raised as an alternative to tuition, such as for capital
outlay ( building maintenance) or
instructionally related servtces. But
Crist said such increases would
likely not be enough to absorb losses.
The impact of raising the
average student/faculty ratio (SFR)
from 17.6-1 to 19.4-1 is also being
considered by the Department of
Finance, he said.
But Crist warned that because
graduate and lab courses have fewer
students in them, SFRs in other
classes would have to be raised
substantially - with a detrimental
effect on teaching quality - to come
up with the higher average.

Raising the admission application fee from $25 to $40 could
generate an additional $1 million,
Crist said. But because that would
be non-refundable, many students
who now file with several colleges
will have to be more selective.
That would "mess up" the
situation for part-time and graduate
students, said Natural Sciences
Prof. Galen Bull. They often don’t
enroll every semester because of job
pressures and would have to reapply at the higher cost each time
they did so.
Among Finance Department
considerations is raising the nonresident tuition to cover the full costper-student that the state now pays
(about $3,200), eliminating summer
and internship programs and
stopping library development.
Crist stressed the need for
voters - including students and
faculty - to register to vote by the
May 5 deadline. He said CFA will
work with campus A.S. presidents
on getting students to distribute
registration cards in classrooms.
Neither faculty nor student
government can actively campaign
on the initiative using public funds,
but Crist said the legality of the
voter registration approach has
been cleared with the CSUC
Chancellor’s Office.

by Juke Levy

Bill Crist of the statewide Congress of Faculty Associations, discusses problems posed by Jarvis II.

by Brian Boyd
City Councilman Jim Self will
announce his resignation from the
San Jose City Council "within the
week," according to sources close to
the city council.
The resignation would take
place "before April 1," the sources
said.
The 34-year-old councilman has
reportedly found a job in the "Palo
Alto-San Francisco area," which
will require his early departure
from the council.
Self graduated from SJSU in
1970 with a B.S. in business, after
serving as A.S. vice president in
1969.
Self had already announced he
will not be seeking re-election June 3
due to financial constraints inherent
with the council position.
All the council members receive
$400 per month. Self has been a
councilman since 1973, after
defeating David J. Gogho for the
council seat which is now District 6.
Self had been considered for a
job on the White House staff in the
area of urban transportation earlier
in the year, but he said he was not
interested in moving to Washington.
Late last year, Self removed
himself as vice mayor to Mayor

San Jose City Councilman Jim Self
Janet Gray Hayes, citing an
inability to "force some issues to the
table" that he claimed had been
ignored by Hayes.
In becoming a councilman
again, Self said he would have more
time to speak out on the issues he is

concerned with.
Since Self announced he will not
be seeking re-election in June, he
has been an outspoken member of
the council in many areas, focusing
on the council’s inability to act
quickly on major city problems.

S.J. City Council decision on
foot patrols delayed again
by Brian Boyd
The San Jose City Council
Tuesday night again postponed its
decision on funding for foot patrols
In the SJSU area.
City Manager James Alloway
said more time was needed to
prepare the "comprehensive
reports" requested by the council.
Alloway was granted another twoweek delay.
"This isn’t some esoteric goal
we’re talking about here," Councilman Tom McEnery said. "In
three weeks people will start
showing up in local hospitals. We
must get those patrols out there."
Councilman Al Garza was also
upset by the delay.
"Administration was told to
come back to this council in two
weeks with these reports. They’re
not here," Garza said. "When the
council directs, who listens.?"
When McEnery three weeks ago
proposed that the city put up the
approximately $45,000 it would take
to assist the university in funding the
patrols Councilman Larry Pegram
questioned the city’s "piecemeal"
approach to funding.
Pegram was joined by Councilwoman Iola Williams, Councilman Jerry Estruth and Mayor
Janet Gray Hayes in voting for a
delay until total police and fire needs
for the city could be studied.
The four said that public safety
needs should be balanced against

one another before approving funds
for any particular program.
"This is public safety. One
three-week delay after another,
after another, after another,"
McEnery said. "The police report is
sitting there. We should vote."
Estruth called
Alloway’s
request
for
postponement
"justifiable." He said that he could
see how a comprehensive study of
an police and fire protection for the
city could take more than three
weeks.
Garza pointed out that the police
and fire departments should not
have had to start from scratch in
order to assess their own needs.
"I should hope the fire and
police departments knew something
about their own needs. They only

needed to pull the information
together," Garza said. ’’Who are
they trying to fool?"
Councilman Jim Self said he
was upset at the way the council and
city manager operated in general.
"I don’t know what we do here.
We don’t make decisions. This
county is going under because of the
inability of government to make
decisions." Self said.
Self blamed the council’s
inability to vote on Alloway.
"Mr. Alloway has his own interest in how he wants to run things.
He is withholding information from
the council," Self said.
The council was told by Alloway
that the reports will be ready by
March 25. There is no meeting next
Tuesday.

’Womyn’s Week’ today
Today’s "Womyn’s Week" activities in the Student Union include:
Z Budapest, a self-proclaimed witch, will discuss and present a
slide show of goddess worship. ( 9:30 -10:30 a.m. in the Umunhum
Room, admission free.)
"Pandora," a play to be performed from 12:30.1:30 p.m. in the
amphitheatre.
A Natural Healing Workshop, led by Hallie Iglehart, will include
acupressure, massage and laying on of hands. (2 to 3 p.m in the
Costanoan Room, admission free.)
"Take Back the Night" march and rally. The march around the
campus is to protest rape, battering and pornography. ( Meets in the
amphitheatre tonight at 8. Child care will be provided. )

inquiry
Independent Weekly
seeks fiscal solvency
This is the first of a
Iwo-part series dealing
with the Independent
Weekly, SJSU’s alternative
to the Spartan Daily Part
two, a compariser between
the two newspapers, will
run tomorrow.
by Ron Regalia
The Independent
Weekly moved one step
closer to financial independence last night when
it received $1,153 in leftover funds from its fall 1979
account at the A.S. council
meeting.
The Weekly initially
received a $7,500 allocation
last fall from A.S. to print
13 issues. The $1,153 was
not spent because only 11
issues were printed, according to senior editor
Mike Phillips.
The money will be used

for "printing, paper, office are all excellent people,"
and general costs," he said.
Phillips told the council on
The paper currently
Feb. 27 when he made his has about 60 contributors,
request.
Axtell said. In spring 1979,
The Weekly was the Weekly’s first full
allocated $500 for printing semester at SJSU, the staff
expenses on Feb. 27. numbered about 20.
Phillips said the paper does
The Weekly will fold,
not plan to go back to A.S. though, if it does not
for further funding this become self-supporting by
semester.
the end of the semester,
The Weekly has made Axtell added.
this claim before, counof
apdebt
A
cilmember Ken Schott proximately $3,500, acsaid.
cumulated during the
"We are on the verge of
spring 1979 semester, is
becoming a self-sufficient
hampering the Weekly’s
business," Phillips said.
progress, Phillips ad"The Weekly could become
mitted.
an
established
thing
"Steve Hastings (the
around here very soon."
Weekly’s first editor)
printed papers he didn’t
Editor-in-Chief Todd
have the ad money to pay
Axtell agreed with Phillips.
for," Phillips said.
"This is our best chance.
We have the biggest staff
In a Spartan Daily
we’ve ever had and they article last May, Hastings

said most of the Weekly’s
efforts "went into the editorial side rather than business." He added he could
see the fall 1979 paper
operating with a debt.
Phillips said the Weekly’s current relationship
with debtors is one of "mutual trust. They know if the
Weekly folds we’ll never be
able to pay them back,"
he added.
The printers are
essentially "waiting" and
are willing to let the
Weekly print up to four
issues ahead of payments
for individual issues,
Phillips said. He added that
the typesetting debt is
being paid back at a rate of
$50 a week.
Because of this
situation, the Weekly would
go out of business if it could
not pay printing costs,
Phillips
said.
Axtell

agreed.
"The debt hampers the
relationship with our
current printers," Axtell
added. "Despite the fact it
is not the present staff’s
debt, it still creates
problems for us."
Phillips and Axtell said
things are "tight" but the
paper should be coming out
on a regular basis now.
The paper has weekly
advertising revenues of
$500 to $1,000, Phillips said.
The cost of one issue
ranges from $800 to $1,000,
depending on the number
of pages, he added.
Last night’s AS. allocation of $1,153 represents
approximately two issues
worth of costs, Phillips
said.
The advertising revenue comes very close to covering the paper’s expenses, he said.
Basic printing costs
last semester were paid
through the $7,500 AS.
special allocation, Phillips
said. He added that advertising revenues covered
office
costs,
general
maintenance and some
printing expenses.
"We go to A.S. as a

safeguard," Phillips said,
"Without the A.S. money,
we would attempt to keep
going. It could all go down
the tubes, though, if the ads
don’t keep coming in.

a
tricky
"It’s
situation," Phillips said.
"The Weekly is still a
young business. It’s not
unusual for a young
business to operate con-

tinually on a tight budget."
According to Phillips,
the A.S. investment in the
Weekly has been worthwhile.
-continued on back page
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Irate taxpayers -where are you?
by Brian Boyd
staff Writer

Standing before an audience in a
darkened club, the veteran
comedian makes a few attempts at
humor. There is no response. The
crowd doesn’t even chuckle. The
entertainer waits a few seconds,
then, at just the right moment,
shouts in mock anger, "I know
you’re out there, I can hear you
breathing!"
That must be what it’s like
sometimes to be a local politician.
You know they’re "mad as hell" out
there; you can hear them voting but
you never see them.
A look around the San Jose City
Council chambers on Tuesday afternoon or evening shows that
community involvement is less than
overwhelming in San Jose politics.
Subtract the few high school and
SJSU students who are there for
class assignments and the Boy Scout
and Girl Scout troops who are occasionally herded in and see what
you have left. You have a handful of
individuals who make up the core of
the city’s political scene.
Where is the "average citizen?"
Where are the taxpayers who
gallantly run to the voting booths
armed with cliches like "Cut the
fat" and "Spirit of 13?"
Howard Jarvis tells these people
to show state and local politicians
who’s boss. The voters eat it up.
Someone ( Howard? ) has to tell
these people that being the boss isn’t
always easy. Yes, sometimes it’s
lonely atthe top.
Recently, the city held a series
of "citizen participation meetings

for the 1980-81 budget." The citizens
would have their chance to confront
the ones who flagrantly waste and
misuse those precious tax dollars.
The format of the meetings was
simple. The heads of the city
departments would listen to
suggestions on where to cut the city
budget in order to live within the
constraints of Prop. 13 and possibly
Prop. 9. The bureaucrats would have
no rebuttal time. They would have to
sit silently while being subjected to
the wrath of "the boss."
The final meeting was held at
the San Jose Convention Center.
The meeting began with introductions of the city officials
present and instructions to the
crowd: Be merciless. Show us where
to cut the budget. You told us in the
voting booth that there was waste;
here’s your chance to be specific.
The crowd was made up mostly
of city staff members ( who did not
make comments), local "save our
"library" groups and a few city hall
regulars. The number of genuine
irate citizens was few.
The message from these people
was clear: Don’t close libraries,
don’t close parks, don’t cut fire and
police protection and make sure
there’s no money cut from the city’s
arts.
The moderator of the meeting
thanked the audience for these
wonderful guidelines and asked
again: Where do we cut?
"There’s millions of places,"
said one man in the crowd. "Cut the
fat," said another.
Of course, there were a few
legitimate specific suggestions for

the panel. However, most of the
night was spent by the department
heads answering questions or taking
vague comments rather than
hearing of places where "fat" could
be exorcised from the city budget.
Where were the hoards of tax
revolutionaries? Were they out
regrouping for Jarvis II? They
haven’t even figured out what to do
with the power they reclaimed in the
first "tax revolution" and they’re
already planning for the next attack.
Being "the boss" means doing
homework. It means knowing what
was spent in last year’s budget, it
means going to meetings and it
means keeping abreast of what it
takes to keep the city running.
Public scrutiny is the most
important "check" in a system of
checks and balances. The voters
can’t charge into the voting booths
on election day, tell politicians to
shape up and then rush back home to
their television sets.
This is not to say that the
electorate is made up of fools. It is
simply a case of the voters not having enough information on which to
base their decisions.
Jarvis H will probably pass. The
voters will go home happy in the
knowledge that they have struck
another blow for the taxpayers’
revolt. Howard Jarvis will go back
to Southern California and begin
drawing up Jarvis III and the San
Jose City Council will sit down to
trim the budget. If they need advice,
all they need to do is sit very quietly
and listen. They know "the boss" is
out there. They can hear the
breathing.
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letters
In response to forum on Catholic Church
’My Catholic faith grew’
Editor:
Ron Regalia, in Tuesday’s
Forum, tells us he "gav:. up the
Catholic Church after 20 years of
passive service." His concerns
about the Catholic Church are
typical, especially for a college
student. Answers to these conflicts
sometimes don’t come easy, resulting in simplistic and incomplete
opinions.
Yes, Ron, the Catholic Church
has had problems with its image;
the Church is not immune to scandal. Because it professes to have a
divine mission, observers often
expect it to be free of the errors it
speaks out against. What people often overlook is the Church’s profession of having a human nature.
The errors of the Catholic
Church might seem to be many, but
during the Church’s nearly 2,000year history, these errors have
actually been few and far between.
For every action by a member of the
Church at which you cry, "Foul," I

will point to famine relief, hospitals,
orphanages, universities, clothes for
the naked, and more, I will cry
"Amen."
Passive service only breeds
shallow understanding; active
service breeds deep familiarity. I
once questioned and I still do), but
my Catholic faith grew instead of
wilting. Not only do I see the Church
struggling to fulfill its mission of
spreading the Lord’s message of
hope, I see it struggling to fulfill its
mission of bringing dignity to all
people. The key word is -struggle,"
because the Church is a human
church, not above mistakes. And
this human side also corrects its
mistakes ... by questioning.
Believe it or not, the Catholic
Church encourages people to question. Hypocritical? Blind faith? Why
not drop by the SJSU Newman
Center? The Newman Center’s purpose is so you can question
David Mercer
SJSU Alumnus

Judgments

Congratulate

How can you give up something
that apparently you never had? You
said you’re not sure if there is a God
or not. How can you call yourself a
former Catholic when it seems you
never had the "Gift of Faith?"
Making judgments on people
who do believe makes yourself a
god. What makes you an expert on
now a Catholic feels? So you went to
religious schools and won an award
for service to the Church; this
makes you an expert? What a
wasted education.
You answered your own
question when you stated that you
were not sure if God exists. If you
believed that God existed and that
he sent His son, Jesus, to atone for
the sins of man; and that the priest
has the power I from God) to change
wine and bread into the body of
Christ - then and only then can you
call yourself a Catholic.
A Catholic doesn’t blindly accept all that the Church does as right
just because the Church does it. He
questions when he feels there has
been a wrong.
What makes him different from
you is that when he questions he
knows that no matter what the
answer, he still believes. He doesn’t
close his eyes - he sees and still
believes in God and in the goodness
of his fellow men.
Patricia A. Thomas
Business/Accounting, senior

Editor:
I write this letter to congratulate
Mr. Ron Regalia on his healthy
decision to leave the Catholic
Church and his courage in writing
his feelings in the Spartan Daily’s
March 11 issue. I also write this
letter to illustrate some of my views
on his subject.
Within a two-year period, I have
witnessed the fall of six of my
friends into the clutches of the
Catholic Church, which offered
friendship, volleyball, basketball,
ski trips, dances, Camping and
picnics. These fringe benefits sound
great but within a week the minds of
those friends turned from open
mindedness to minds controlled
strictly by the Bible and the Church.
Is a person who must use
religion for guidance stronger than a
person who can achieve the same
results by his own self?
I used to attend a Catholic
Church but stopped going eight
years ago to find that it was the
healthiest decision I have ever
made. I now attend church away
from people in the outdoors instead
of a building. I receive preaching
from within myself now. With this
religion I have become a stronger
person than I .srer would by attending the Catholic Church, for I,
alone, take credit for my successes
and my failures.
Jim Walejko
Business, junior

’He takes easy way out’
Editor:
Someone mentioned to me the
other day that the Spartan Daily
rarely has an article that is profound
and/or relevant. After reading Mr.
Regalia’s article on Catholicism, I
tend to disagree. His article brought
up not only a controversial topic but
one that is also contemporary.
I feel jerno !ism’ s responsibility
is to point nut possible injustices and
misconceptions in society, but I am
saddened that Mr. Regalia feels the
Church comes under these categories and I am dismayed that Mr.
Regalia has lost his religious faith.
Being a Catholic myself I can
see where Mr. Regalia has been

misled but I also feel that Mr. Regalia has not only neglected to seek the
answers to his questions but has also
taken the easy way out.
I don’t find Mass "a weekly
ritual and the church a prison," nor
do I follow the church faith blindly,
out of habit. I find Mass fulfilling
and, through talks with various
priests and nuns, I have had many

questions answered. I admit no one
has answered all my questions, but
does Mr. Regalia realize that God,
through His omnipotence, is capable
of things that the human mind
cannot possibly comprehend - if we
could, we might be gods also?
Most significant, I am not using
Catholicism as an escape from my
problems. I have been given a free
will and the church has set
guidelines - the decision is up to me.
I have chosen to follow God and I am
extremely contented with my
choice. I am sorry if Mr. Regalia has
had any unfortunate experiences
related to the church and I hope he
gives the Catholic church, or
another church, a second chance.
Mr. Regalia feels the older
members of the church have spent
their lives in ignorance through their
adherence to church rules. Personally, I fear Mr. Regalia is the ignorant one and I ask God that he be
blessed with insight.
Maureen Keenan
Journalism, sophomore

Bad tendency ’I wonder’
Editor:
Ron Regalia’s biggest problem
is not the Catholic Church but his
tendency to see everything as
"black or white." For 20 years he
saw the Church as a shining pillar of
light and truth. Now he sees it as
totally evil and hypocritical.
Part of the maturation process
is becoming disillusioned and
discarding one’s previous images of
parents, teachers, church and
country. But after a few more years,
we realize that nothing is perfect.
Good and evil co-exist in every institution as they do in every individual person. The Catholic
Church has its share of both.
I’m sorry that Mr. Regalia’s
experience has been so negative.
For the past 20 years, the Church
has actually been going through an
intense period of self-criticism,
purification and renewal. Unfortunately, Mr. Regalia’s parish
must have been bypassed by
Vatican II.
Richard C. Pfaff
Financial Aid Office

Editor:
I have to wonder where Ron
Regalia got his facts. We cannot
change the past, or pretend to forget
it. It happened, but we must learn
from it and move forward.
Yet, as a Catholic by birth, I
understand his dilemma. I went
through a period of doubting the
Catholic Church, but I did not
remain passive. As an educated
person, I saw the shortcomings of
the Church and questioned its
validity. I do not believe every law
the Church sets down without
questioning, but I listen and respect
its guidance.
The Church has changed. My
parents were told to look to the
parish priest for guidance, because
lay people were unable to understand the complexity of the
Church. Today we can take an active
part. So reach out, grow with the
Church. You will never understand
the Church if you cannot give a part
of yourself.
Liz Silveira
Liberal Studies, senior

Article was ’disturbing’

’I asked the same questions’

Editor:
I didn’t like in the least the
article about the Catholic Church. I
am a Catholic and I thought the
article was very disturbing.

Editor:
In reading Ron Regalia’s article
about the Catholic Church, I was
struck by many real questions he
raised.
First of all, I’d like to tell Mr.
Regalia that he isn’t the only person
asking those questions about the
priests. It wasn’t too long ago that I
asked those same questions and I
felt bitter, cheated and frustrated. I
wanted answers and there didn’t
seem to be any - so I quit. I went to
mass for the sake of appearance
until I finally asked myself, "Why
am I Catholic? For my parents or
for me?"
I decided that my religion is
between God and me but I needed a
structure for strength and guidance,
so I went to mass for a rather selfish
reason - for myself. That was only
the beginning because when one
belongs to a community, any
community, there are certain
responsibilities to serve. Unfortunately, the minority group of
people who are mature enough to
recognize their responsibility end up
serving the majority repeatedly.
I think it’s important to
remember that the Catholic Church,
like any institution, has its bad
points. Some of your attacks are
valid but I think it’s also important
to remember that the Catholic
Church has responsibilities to

least 300 to 400 years ago. I will
admit that the Church was corrupt
but, in my opinion, nothing like that
has occurred since then.

The quote, "Catholicism is an
escape for those who can’t handle
their problems any other way," is
most disturbing. I am not a Catholic
because it is an escape from my
problems. The quote gives the impression to me that Catholicism is no
more than a cult.

The Pope is not a perfect man or
priest for that matter. Every time
the Pope opens his mouth does not
necessarily mean that what he says
is the word of God. In certain cases,
the Pope can be infallible on
religious doctrine. The last time a
Pope issued a statement that was
infallible was in the Nineteenth
Century.

A Catholic Mass is more than a
weekly ritual and the church is not a
prison. Anyone may leave if he
wants to. Jesus Christ said "Follow
me." We can follow him as long as
we want to and leave whenever we
wish.

The Catholic Church condemns
homosexuals for their morality. The
Church has and always will give
basic human rights to any human
being no matter what they are or
what they have done.

The Mass is said to be boring.
What do people want? Do they want
to actually see Jesus Christ in
physical form? Do people want to
eat the physical form of Jesus’s lxidy
and blood? A priest is not another
Andre Kole. The hardest part of
religion is faitil, to believe what is
not really seen by human eyes.
The Crusades, the Spanish
Inquisition and the Reformation
were terrible times for the Church.
One thing that must be remembered
is that these situation.s occurred at

I do not think the priesthood is
for women. If Christ wanted it that
way he would have made his own
mother, who was as divine as he
was, a priest. Abortion should never
be allowed in the Church.
I will pray for all those who do
not believe. There is hope for these
people. Jesus said, "Blest are the
poor in spirit, for you shall inherit
the earth."
Paul Mezzetta
Electrical Engineering, freshman

uphold Christian virtues. What you
expressed about the Church’s
viewpoint on homosexuality is only
one of the views that is changing.
The Church is becoming conscious of
the sensitivity and qualities of
forgiveness of Christ. The Catholic
Church is becoming more open to
the reality of human desires and
actions. The Church is also moving
away from condemning the
homosexual and moving toward
compassion for the person.
I don’t agree with you when you
say that knowledge is the Church’s
most feared enemy. For centuries
the Church was the center of learning. Learning things, especially
bad things about your religion, does
shock your system because you start
to wonder who’s telling the truth.
You just have to come to your own
conclusion. Yours was to leave the
Catholic Church, mine was to deal
with the Church and its failures. For
me, I found good people, lots of
support and love - that’s what the
Catholic Church is to me.
I’m not disregarding any of your
arguments and I’m not into
apologetics but give credit where
credit is due. Catholics have blown
it, but when they do something good,
they do it damn good.
Damienne Leddy
Sociology, freshman
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Harrison hosts
booktalk at SJSU
Rohyne Martin
Aii alternative expel lence in art education
will be the topic of a
discussion by SJSU instructor Lou Harrison
when he reviews Martin
Duberman’s book, "Black
Mountain."
Harrison, a lecturer in
the Art Department, is the
fifth leader in the
University Booktalk series,
which will be held today in
the Staff Cafeteria, room
A, at 12:30 p.m. All
students and faculty are
welcome.
Mountain
Black
College was an experimental college community which thrived from
1933 to 1956 on the shore of
Lake Eden in North
Carolina. It was the
temporary home of some of
America’s creative artists,

such as Joseph Albers,
Merce Cunningham, John
Cage and Buckminster
Fuller.
Harrison described his
1951-52) at
two years
Black Mountain as an
exciting time that changed
his life permanently.
It was an open,
creative community that
was very different from
any college experience.
Harrison said. Some things
were radically different
from a conventional institution.
For instance Harrison
said, "Grades were not
even thought of, and there
was very little structure.
"It was a highly intelligent and responsive
anarchy," he said.
claimed
Harrison
was
Mountain
Black

significantly ahead of the
rest of the country in its
social attitudes.
the
was
’It
predecessor of the ’beat
movement,’ " he said.
Also, Harrison continued, it was an "intense
laboratory of emotion" for
the "attitude that grew in
this country after WW II of
a breaking away from
Europe and European
things."
The college itself
changed during its lifetime
from an emphasis on the
visual arts of heavy
European influence to one
on literary endeavors and
poetry.
Harrison came to
Black Mountain in 1951 to
teach music, and stayed an
extra year to compose his
first opera, "Rapunzel,"
while on a fellowship.

Corporation offers scholarship
Hewlett-Packard is
offering a $200 scholarship
for students who are
children of a current
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Applications for the
John Morton scholarship
are available in the
financial aid office, Dudley
Moorhead Hall, room 237.
Students must be of
sophomore standing or
higher during the 1980-81
academic year. They can

be of any major field.
The scholarship winner
will be based on financial
need
and
academic
achievement.
Applications must be
submitted to the financial
aid office by April 25.
For additional information contact Janet
Aiken of the financial aid
office at 277-2696.

Singer speaks on women’s issues
by Janet Fields
What could be worse
than losing a student body
president election to Keith
Partridge, played by David
Cassidy?
For Holly Near,
"Womyn’s Week" speaker,
it was her closing line in a
Family"
"Partridge
segment, in which she
appeared several years
ago.
Near explained the
situation Monday afternoon to approximately
100 people in the Student
Union Ballroom. The
audience consisted mainly
of women, although there
were a few men present.
After Near’s character
Gloria loses to Keith Partridge because she is not
popular (although she is
more qualified), Gloria explains her tears as ones of
joy she’s been asked out
by the school paper’s editor.
Near said she did not
want to present this image
to the nation’s teenage
girls. Although she could
not get the line changed,
she was finally allowed to
say it sarcastically.
and
goals
The
problems of the women’s
movement were discussed
by Near and later by
author Susan Griffin, who
spoke Monday evening in
the S.U. Ballroom to more
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lights when Japanese
persons appeared on the
screen.
"For me thk.t perpetuated racisni in my
life," the strawberry blonde said.
Although many artists
claim they are apolitical,
it’s not true, Near said.
They often promote
drugs and sex, she said, but
people don’t realize their
songs are political, and
affect their lives.
"If you have long hair
and sing 20 verses of the
situation in Nicaragua then
people will consider you
political," Near added with
a grin.

Feminist singer Holly Near

v Mark Schwab
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than 100 people.
Near, a singer and
songwriter, did a nineweek tour with Jane Fonda
in the ’60s to protest United
States involvement in
Indochina. Recently, Near
completed a national antinuclear tour.
At the beginning of her
singing career, she was
told she would be difficult
to market because there
was "no element of submission" in her voice, Near
said.
Men
should
rid
themselves of sexism,
Near said, but not for the
sake of their women
friends
for the sake of
men.
"I have talked to men
that are really glad their
lives have been affected by
feminism," she said.
Also, if a man stops
being sexist for the sake of
women, Near said, he
expects thanks.
"It seems strange to
thank someone because
they stopped oppressing
you," she added.
Music can have a big
affect on people, Near said,
and she has tried to use her
music to fight racism and
oppression.
When Near was young
she watched World War II
movies that played eerie
music and darkened the
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Fun with Dick and Tom
by Chuck Bustillos
Tom was an advertising major. Dick, who was
summoned north by his younger brother to fill a vacant
tenor spot in Tom’s trio, was preparing for his teacher’s
credential.
The two dropped out of San Jose State in the spring
semester of 1959 to pursue a show business career. A
rather gutsy move considering that their biggest show had
been playing at a freshman orientation at the St. Claire
Hotel on Santa Clara Street.
Twenty-one years later, it’s a decision that the
Smothers Brothers have not had to regret.
"When we dropped out of school we gave ourselves six
months to make it," Dick said Saturday backstage at the
Curran Theatre where he and Tom star in the stage
production of "I Love My Wife." The play is a lighthearted spoof of two suburban husbands who try to get hip
to the "Sexual Revolution" of wife-swapping.
"We really did not have that much trouble getting
started," Dick said. "About the only real trouble I had
was getting to work in San Francisco. I rode a motor-bike
and back then the freeway ended at Moffett Field."
1976 marked the end of the "old" Smothers Brothers.
The guitar and bass have been polished and neatly tucked
away. They retired their nightclub act and along with it
their most memorable line, "Mom always liked you
best!"
While each has been busily performing in various
plays, during the interim period, neither has forgotten the
experiences they have dealt with during their successful
career. In fact, they can recall names, places and events
with the complete visualness of a travelogue movie.
Each remembers the mornings spent in the
classrooms, the afternoons at their part-time jobs and the
evenings cultivating their untested material as a couple of
nervous 20-year-olds at the old Kerosene Club on Julian
Street.
"There weren’t many places for college students to go
to," Dick said. "In fact, a lot of the bigger clubs in the
area are where skid row used to be."
Dick is rather familiar with the South Bay area as he
still resides in Santa Cruz. He doesn’t have much time to
race cars anymore, but he has turned a wine-making
hobby into a vocation. He won the grand prize for his entry
in the 1978 State Fair.
Although both married SJSU grads, Tom was more
active in on-campus activities.
"I led the card stunts at the football games," he said.
"I had one problem, though. Everyone kept throwing the
cards. It was my first real power role. I got them to throw
the instructions instead. It was a big triumph for me."
The triumphs have been many for Dick and Tom
Smothers, who no longer are billed as the "Smothers
Brothers."
After the start at the Kerosene Club, the duo landed a
job at the Purple Onion night club in San Francisco. This
was to become their official launching pad. While they
usually spent two weeks working and the next two looking,
Dick and Tom were insured of a steady job at the Purple
Onion. So steady that they played there for 32 weeks
straight at one time.
"I’d say in our first two years, we played there a year
and a half," Dick said. "But it never got stale because of

the tourist crowds that San Francisco draws. Playing
there really gave us time to develop our routines."
It was the development of those routines which
propelled them in 1961 onto a spot on the "Tonight" Show,
then hosted by Jack Paar, and an eventual TV series, the
"Comedy Hour," which was cancelled in 1969 at the height
of its popularity due to Dick and Tom’s insistence on
creative control.
It’s been more than 10 years since the cancellation of
their show, but outside of a few stray grey hairs, each
looks as young as he did on TV. Plus, the long time span of
their career has not tarnished their fresh wit aril warm
friendliness.
"It’s something that everyone says who does make
it," Tom said. "But we never thought we’d get this far. No
way."
While attending SJSU, their school and night
schedules were compounded by their jobs during the
afternoons. Tom worked at a Star and Bar gas station
during the school year and at the canneries during the
summer. Dick worked at a Burger Steak Pit fast-food
restaurant.
Bctt: Tom and Dick have viewpoints on all three
decades that their careers have spanned. They remember
the ’60s as a bitter decade because of the turbulence
caused by the Vietnam War. They have seen how the ’80s
have begun with turmoil. But they remember the ’50s for
the carefree attitude of its primary characters the
college students.
"The social awareness was not as great then," Dick
said. "People weren’t as concerned with passing.
Everybody crammed at the last minute. There weren’t as
many pressures and problems that students today have to
deal with."
As for the partying scene, Dick said that "There was a
lot of drinking, but not much drugs. They were still pretty
taboo." Toni added that "It was great. Just like ’Animal
House."
At the time their TV show was at its peak, things were
not so great. Talking out against the Vietnam War on
prime-time television did not set too well with the CBS
censors. Dick and Tom’s political views were not to be
curbed until CBS fired them.
When the show was cancelled, fans across the nation
protested. Sociology and communications classes
discussed big business censorship and the Smothers
Brothers sued.
In 1973, Dick and Tom won their lawsuit against CBS
and received approximately $776,000.
"We were hoping to set some sort of precedent on
censorship," Dick said. "But things got so expensive
i they spent $250,000) that we needed to win just to survive."
As Tom sat and listened to his brother’s recollections,
he shook his head and grinned.
"It’s really funny," he said. "War, sex, religion and
politics are topics that come up in almost every movie
that’s ever been on TV. It’s all right for Archie Bunker to
go on and make a comment about war or politics, but
when Tommy Smothers does it, it’s different because it’s
me and not a character speaking. But what’s the difference?"
Political satire was an integral ingredient in the
Smothers Brothers comedy but neither one will be getting

’We gave
ourselves
six months
to make it’
-- Dick

’We never
thought
we get
this far’
--Tom
Tom lief and Dick Smothers started their careers at San Jose State 21
years ago when they used to perform at the Kerosene Club on Julian Street.
actively involved in the upcoming presidential election.
"We have only actively supported a few people," Dick
said. "They usually only call you when they need you.
When you say no to an endorsement, they ask you for
another person they can call. Politicians are so naive.
They think a well-known celebrity endorsement is going to
win them an election."
With the three major networks entangled in a bitter
ratings war, each has dropped the bait to Dick and Tom in
hopes of winning the battle for their services. But neither
has been lured to anything which looks very appetizing.
"You usually don’t get a second chance in television,"
Tom said. "But we’re not just going to take anything."
"We really don’t want to do another variety show,"
Dick added. "We’re proud of the one we did. And the
scripts we’ve seen from some of the sit-coma are silly and
frivolous."
Working with the same partner for 21 years might
lead to some silly and frivolous arguments. But according
to Tom, that has rarely happened.
"Comedy teams usually don’t last very long," he said.

Spacek shines in ’Miner’s Daughter’
by Patty Selbach
1.ynn and her im- beautifully, telling Lynn’s
Cinderella story briskly
Sissy Spacek deserves personator.
Sparked by Spacek’s and fluidly.
16 tons of praise for her
performance in "Coal
Miner’s Daughter," the
film version of country
music queen Loretta
Lynn’s autobiography.
Spark’s portrayal is a
near-cloning of Lynn’s
speech patterns, mannerisms and singing style.
With Lynn’s country
coiffure and long stage
dresses, far away shots of
Spacek easily pass for the
real thing.
What powers the movie
from beginning to end,
however, is Spacek’s
singing, recorded live
while filming with her own
guitar accompaniment or
Lynn’s concert band, The
Coal Miners.
Spacek sounds so much
Sissy Spacek portrays Loretta Lynn
like Lynn that even a
perLynn’s childhood home
devout country music fan extraordinary
would be hard pressed to formance, the rest of the in Appalachian Kentucky is
falls
together no facsimile, but the real
tell the difference between film

Butcher Hollow where the
original houses remain
complete with outdoor
plumbing and wells for
drawing water.
Married at 13, the
movie shows child-bride
Lynn experiencing the pain
of leaving her parents and
seven brothers and sisters,
while at the same time
learning the "facts of life"
by the total immersion
method.
For husband Doolittle,
( Tommy Lee Jones),
Lynn’s idea of a pegnoir is,
at first, humorous. But the
flannel nightgown over
street clothes routine soon
tests "Doo’s" patience.
Doolittle’s
determination and power over
Lynn is more than evident
by the end of the movie
his wife is not only the mother of six, but the No. 1 female country singer.
Tommy Lee Jones is

effective as Lynn’s
husband,
a
tireless
breadwinner and ambitious promoter of his
wife’s talent.
Together, Spacek and
Jones re-enact the ups and
downs of a marriage put to
the test by the seemi,Jly
"rocket-fast" skip from
bare-bones existence to
million-dollar stardom.
In the end, the
marriage works and so
does the movie, with its
strict adherence to
authenticity and
the
characters that mirror
their real-life counterparts.
"Coal
Miner’s
Daughter" is no simple
country yarn, and as fate
has dictated, Loretta Lynn
is no simple country
bumpkin.
Punctuated by her
many biographical songs,
Lynn’s success story offers
two hours of quality entertainment.

this week
day. 30 S. Central Ave.,
Campbell. 374-4000.

film
Wednesday Cinema: "Wifemistress" to be
shown March 19 at 7 and 10
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Camera One: "L’Age
D’or" tonight and Friday
with "Orpheus"

music

I

Circle Star Theatre: Tower
of Power with the Tom
Johnston Band Friday
through Sunday.

Bulldog Jack’s: Rye Patch
tonight, Steve Seskin and
Friends Friday, Friends
Saturday. 93 S. Central, No,
68, Campbell. 374-2733,
Bullbarber’s: Lydia Pense
and Friends tonight, Starbaby Friday and Saturday,
Omega plus Uncle Rainbow Sunday.
The Country Stare: Hot
Cider tonight, Uncle Rainbow Friday, Hoo Doe Rhythm Devils Saturday. 157
W. El Camino Real, Sunnyvale. 736-0921.

Barney Steel’s: Omega to- Fargos: Mark Robinson
night and Friday. Hot Quartet tonight, Legend
Cider Saturday. 590 Vete- Friday and Saturday.
ran’s Blvd., Redwood City. Chawps Sunday. 2540 California St., Mountain View.
365-8145.
941-6373.
Bodega: Madness tonight,
TBA Friday, Snail Satur-

The Garret: The Toons to-

night, Cruis’n Friday,
Steve Seskin and Friends
Saturday. The Pruneyard,
Campbell. 371-8505.
Keystone Palo Alto: Maria
Muldaur tonight, The Four
Tops Friday, Flash Cadillac and The Continental
Kids Saturday and Yesterday and Today Sunday. 260
California Ave., Palo Alto.
324-1402.
Smokey Mountain: Glide
tonight, Lover Friday, TBA
Saturday, Hot Cider Sunday. 33 S. Central Ave.,
Campbell. 866-8288.
The Wooden Nickel: Due to
fire damage the Wooden
Nickel will temporarily be
closed.
Flapper McGee’s: Whiskey
Hill and The Music Co. tonight, Charlie Musslewhite
Friday, Skycreek and the
Ball Taylor Band Saturday. K LIV NIGHT Mon -
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day: Teleport and the Spin.
29 N. San Pedro St., San
Jose. 998-0616,

events
Visual Poems: On exhibit
in the Student Union
Gallery March 17-April 11.
Art visual poetry from
Canada, Europe and the
U.S. Guest curator Bill
Gaglione.
Classical guitarist Robert
Brandon: will perform at 4
p.m. Sunday, March 16 at
the San Jose Museum of
Art, located at 110 S.
Market St., San Jose. 2775144.
Musics Es Culture: The
musical component of El
Centro Cultura de La Gente
de San Jose will take place
Saturday, March 15 at
7p.m. in the studios of El
Centro, 2050 Kammerer,
San Jose. Donation: $3.50.

International Record
Editions: An exhibition of
verbal art and sound
poetry realized with audio
recorded techniques. Larry
Wendt, guest curator.

theater
Gaslight Theatre: Duck’s
Breath Mystery Theatre. 811 p.m. 400 E. Campbell
Ave., Campbell. 255-0835 or
378-9721.
Theatre:
Montgomery
"Mundo" the latest creation of playwright/director
Luis Valdez and the world famed El Teatro Campesino. Show starts at 7:30 p.m.
Villa Montalvo: Poets
Frances Mayes and
William Dickey will be featured in a poetry reading
Sunday, March 16 beginning at 4:30 p.m. in
Saratoga.

"Criticisms are something that we’ve both had to deal
with. But there are no ulterior motives in our critiques of
one another."
Dick and Tom have run the gamut of possible entertainment media to perform in. Records, TV and
movies, they’ve done it all. As far as furthering their
acting careers, Tom said that he is "dedicated to acting"
while Dick is unsure because "Actors are almost always
out of work."
One point which the two stand firm on is the
retirement of the "Smothers Brothers" as a stand-up
comedy team.
"We’ve enjoyed the opportunity to work together
again," Dick said. "I think people like to see us as a team
again. But I don’t think we’ll ever do the Smothers
Brothers routines again."
"We put the act to bed four years ago," Dick said.
"We quit being the Tommie on guitar, me on bass, ’Mom
always liked you best’ Smothers Brothers. If something
comes up for us after we finish the play in L.A., fine. But if
not, then we’ll just each go our own way."

’Sci-fi’ drama R.U.R. opens
tonight with benefit staging
by Ron Regalia
The SJSU student production of
"Rossum’s Universal Robots" R.U.R.), a
futuristic science fiction melodrama
written in 1921, opens tonight in the
University Theater with a benefit performance for the SJSU Scholarship Fund.
The benefit, co
-sponsored by the
Theatre Arts Department and the SJSU
Alumni Association, begins at 7:30. The $20
tickets include a champagne reception in
the Studio Theater, ( Speech and Drama
building 1031, following the performance.
Proceeds are slated for seven SJSU
academic scholarships and the Harold C.
CraM Playwriting award fund, according
to theatre arts lecturer Addyse Palagyi.
The Harold C. Crain award, in honor of
the former SJSU theatre arts chairman, is
given annually to the nation’s finest new
playwright, she added.
The winner, judged by a national panel
of university and professional theater arts
people, receives a $500 honorarium and
production rights for his play, Palagyi
said.
R.U.R. also plays tomorrow and
Saturday, March 14 and 15, and March 2022, at 8 p.m. in the University Theater. A
2:30 p.m matinee will be performed on
March 19.
Admission is $2 students and $4
general on March 15 and 22, and $1.50
students and $3 general for all other
performances. Tickets are available at the
University Box Office, 277-2777.
R.U.R. is directed by Susan
Hargraves, a theater arts assistant
professor in her first year at SJSU.
Hargraves graduatel from Cornell Uni-

versity in spring 1979 with a Ph.D. in theater and dance.
The play depicts the future takeover of
Earth by robots who destroy a "selfindulgent, emotional and non-working"
human race, Hargraves said.
R.U.R.’s major theme is the threat of
mankind being overrun by technological
growth because of a lack of awareness and
responsibility, she added.
Eight robots and eight humans are
cast by SJSU students.
The robots are theater arts majors
Geno Tulchin, Jerry Enright, Kani Seifert,
Darren Kromrnenhock, Debbie Weber and
Donna Nash, Radio/TV major Mark Moermann and Suzanne Stone, undeclared.
Theater arts majors Susan Brenner,
Don Hiatt, Matthew Mongillo, David
Burgess and Randy Schroeder, music
major Cindy Hechter and art major John
Ryan depict the humans.
Ross Nelson, theater arts major,
portrays the lead role of Alquist, Earth’s
iast living human. The play is essentially
Alquist’s memory of the robot revolt.
R.U.R. ends on a positive note when
Alquist discovers two humanized robots
who are destined to renew mankind,
Hargraves said.
Dare! Capeck, a Czeckoslavakianborn playwright, wrote R.U.R. in the
German expressionistic style, she said.
R.U.R. first played in the United States in
the late 1920s, she added.
The expressionistic style, n product of
the 1920s was a reaction against the
"photographic" realism of early modern
drama, Hargraves said.

Program Board loses
concert to Bill Graham
by Chuck Bustillos
Associated Students
Program Board Contemporary Arts Chairman
Peter Bloom and Program
Board Adviser Ted Gehrke
will begin investigation
today with A.S. lawyers as
to the grounds for a
possible lawsuit against the
San Francisco based "Bill
Presents"
Graham
organization.
Bloom and Gehrke
claim that Graham’s
agency "unprofessionally"
stepped in and stripped

1

them of the Baby’s rock
concert they had planned
for March 21 at the Civic
Auditorium. The concert
will go on as scheduled,
only it will be a Graham
promoted show.
Bloom feels that he had
a "verbal contract" with
Chip Rachlin, the Babys’
manager, and Andy
Waters, the Babys’ agent
with American Talent
International, LTD.
"Chip liked the way we
handled the show last
November," Bloom said.

"He called me on February
27 and said to go ahead and
make arrangements for
another concert."
According to Bloom,
Rachlin called because he
liked the way the
November show had gone.
The Babys originally had
settled for $2,800 for that
performance but the A.S.
voted to pay them the
original $3,500 ($700 was
deducted due to an earlier
Babys cancellation).
On March 4, Bloom
continued on page 5

entertainment
Scheduled for tour

Babys cancel out
-continued from page 4 concert
The next day Bloom
called Rachlin inquiring if
the March 21 date would set worked out a contract
in with the Babys recent figure with Waters. The
tour with Journey. Rachlin Baby’s were to receive
supposedly said to go $4,000 and 78 percent of the
ahead and make the gate receipts over 617,900.
reservation, send a con- At 4 p.m, that day Bloom
tract and that the band sent the confirmation
would "probably do the telegram to Waters.

On March 6, Gehrke
called the San Jose Civic to
make an official reservation. At 2 p.m., Bloom
called and was told that
Bill Graham had the Babys
booked for that date.
Gehrke and Bloom
made efforts to track down
Rachlin and Waters to

discover how the Graham
organization had taken
over the Babys concert.
According to both Bloom
and Gehrke. Rachlin
claimed that "Graham had
called in a favor."
"It’s lousy that with
just a couple of phone calls,
all the work that Peter has
done is for nothing,"
Gehrke said. "They ( the
Babys i called us. They
wanted us to do the show.
And then they turn around
and do this."
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"We’re going to talk to
our lawyers tomorrow
(today) and see if we have
any grounds for legal
action," Bloom said.
There are other contracts
besides written ones. Plus,
if we just lay low and let
this thing slide by, what’s
to say they (Bill Graham
Presents) won’t step in and
take all our shows that look
like they can make
money."
According to both
Rachlin and Danny Scher,

Vice -President
of
Productions and Booking
for Bill Graham, the
Babys had never been committed to a show for the
A.S. at the Civic.
"I never made a
concrete commitment with
the A.S. people," Rachlin
said. "Until I say yes and
sign anything, nothing is final."
According to Scher, the
Babys could not play for
the AS. even if they
wanted to.

"Before any of this
started, the Babys signed a
contract to tour with
Journey," he said. "A
clause in that contract was
that we would get them an
alternate concert in the
Bay Area besides the
Journey date. But they
could not do another date in
the Bay Area unless the
Journey show sold out,
which it hasn’t."
There is talk of a
possible boycott of the
show at the Civic to which

Rachlin replied, -I don’t
want to get caught up in
political football. All we
want to do is put on a
concert for the kids in the
San Jose area."
Scher sternly claims
Graham
the
that
organization "did not steal
any show."
"The school put an
offer before the Babys," he
said. "They feel that just
because they made an
offer, they had the concert
Nothing was ever finalized.
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(Between Hamilton 8 Payne)

Tel. (408) 374-3840

374-3842

Shalimar of India
CLASSIC

EAST INDIAN CUISINE
DINNER TUES-f RI
5.30-8,30

CLOSED SAT., SUN. and MON
10% off with this ad.

2493332
Henderson Shopping Center

1 21

The
answer
is too
terrifying
for
words!

"I hate to
advocate drugs,
alcohol,
violence,
or insanity
to anyone
but they’ve
always worked
for me"

ROCK
HUDSON n
JOHN FRANKNHHMEil

A JL NONCOM INC PRESENTATION

rp...:".ar.

Another Classic From

The Silver Screen
Monday, March 17
50<
8 P.M.
Morris Dailey Auditorium
I unded

Am.og ont.1

PETER BOYLE

BILL MURRAY as Dr. Hunter S. Thompson

"WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM" co-starring BRUNO KIRBY and
RENE AUBERJONOIS Screenplay by JOHN KAYE Music by NEIL YOUNG
Produced and Directed by ART LINSON A UNIVERSAL PICTURE R
984 5610

THEATRE

CENTURY 22
SAN JOSE

6

sports

March 13. 1980

Men netters win; ladies log loss
While the SJSU men’s tennis team picked up its third
consecutive victory yesterday, the women dropped two
close matches, to California Tuesday and to Cal State-Fullerton yesterday.
After trekking around San Jose for a while, the Lady
Spartans finally succumbed to California Tuesday night in
a nip-and-tuck 5-4 decision.
With the No. 1 doubles match left to play and the score
tied at 4-4, darkness set in, but Cal refused to go home with

the match called at a tie.
The two teams boarded a bus and headed to a private
court in San Jose, where Spartans Kim Purcell and Arlene
Santos finally lost the crucial match to Beth Fernbacher
and Mary Johnson of Cal, 6-0, 6-4.
Despite the loss, however, Coach Lyn Sinclair called
the match "one of the best team efforts I’ve seen in all my
years of coaching."
Yesterday’s results were even less heartwarming for

Wrestlers open NCAA bid
by Dave Meltzer
After a long season of
training and dieting, the
nation’s top wrestlers
travel to Corvallis, Ore.,
for the three-day NCAA
championships beginning
today.
Both the national AllAmerica team and the final
team rankings are
determined by individual
and team placings.
Four SJSU wrestlers in
the NCAAs have the
pressure upon them, not
only for themselves, but for
the team and for the
conference.
Eddie Baza, at 126
Spartan netter Rich Carlsen in action earlier this pounds, I67 -pound Dave
season. SJSU battles Cal State -Hayward at 2 Brouhard, 190-pound Jerry
Morrison and heavyweight
p m. today

Spartans win
Back-to-back doubles in the seventh inning by Stan
Jones and Chris Gallego established a 3-2 lead for SJSU,
and an insurance run in the eighth on a sacrifice fly by
Kevin Jones gave the Spartans a 4-2 baseball victory over
Stanislaus State yesterday at Municipal Stadium.
SJSU is now 10 and 10, while the Warriors post a 13-4
record.
John Tillema was the winning pitcher for the Spartans, while Jeff Blobaum recorded the loss for the
Warriors.

Academic difficulties?

$18.50
$16.50
$14.50

SJSU
Counseling Services

On the No. 1 doubles court, Dave Couch and Don
Paulsen, playing for the Brash-Batten pair, breezed by
Laccabue and teammate Curt Clarkin in a straight set
..*-TUAtik. 4Irvebsti-iitett---"-"Atii1ough -BrOuriard victory, 6-4, 6-1.
sights on All -America will be the only Spartan
As the women take a break, the Spartan men will be
honors. The top eight seeded in the tournament,
against looking to increase their winnings today, as they face a
finishers in each division he
warns
run-in with Cal State-Hayward at South Campus starting
make up the All-American discounting anybody.
team. If all four are sue"Every year one or two at 2 this afternoon.
cessful, the Spartans
A top-10 NCAA-ranked team for five years bi,ding for
anseeded guys win the
should finish among the
championship," Brouhard its fifth straight Far Western Conference ,:c_iwn this
top 15 teams in the nation.
noted.
season, Hayward should keep the Spartans busy.
SJSU coach T.J. Kerr ************************** ***** ******
****** *
has said finishing in the top *
4r
20 is his goal. It would be
the first time in Spartan
history that a wrestling
You’ve heard it on the air, in the public prints, and on the Upper *
team would have finished *
*
*
Pad
of
the Student Union. Now it’s our turn to hear from you.
this high.
*
*

*
**

ATTENTION
18.21, YEAR OLDS:
Become an
ordained minister
in Universal life
hurr Is Fur
details rail
Res. iiiidside ii
287.4811) I ease
nil and hest Imre
to r all

Kodak
Copies
2c Each
first copies Sr
25c minimum
ALL
AMERICAN
iCOPY INC.
407E Santa Clara St
295-6600/295-7778
; Bus hr M -F 8-8 Sat 10-6

*
*
*
**
*
*
*
*
*
**
*
:
*
*
*
**
*
*

Let Your Fingers do the Talking!

It’s special election time at San Jose State. Time for you to do
someting
h
really special for yourself. Take the time to vote on the new
Associated Students Constitution.
Much time and effort has gone into the document with only one
thing in mind -- to make student government here more responsive,
more efficient, and better able to be your advocate in University offairs.
So take the time to study the new constitution and vote. It’s an important election. But then, every election is.

** The special election will be held
** Today is the last day to vote.
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

277-2966
Mon-Fri
9am-5pm

294-8536
Manic&
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JOIN GTE LENKURT’S CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM!
A’, an aspiring engineering professional,
you’re already aware of GTE LENKURT’s International reputation in the Slate -of -the -Art
design and manufacture of video, voice and
data communication systems and related
electronic equipment. NOW YOU CAN
BECOME A PART OF THAT HIGHLY REPUTED
TEAM ..you can work with the best
We supply communication systems to the
Telephone Industry ..to railroads power

utilities petroleum and pipeline companies
Lroacicast and CATV firms ..government agen
oes and a wide spectrum of private business
organizations
You’ll thoroughly enjoy our location in the
midst of the beautiful. cosmopolitan San
Francisco Peninsula you’ll be generously
compensated you’ll be inspired by the vital,
ty of the people and the environment

ANALOG & DIGITAL
Software

Microwave

Networks

OUR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING TRAINING PROGRAM provides the opportuni
ty to become involved in the design of analog and digital circuits for microwave radios. PCM
systems, fiber optic systems and microprocessor controlled transmission equipment for use in
the State -of the -Art Telecommunications Systems Our unique one year Job Rotation Program
which will familiarize you with the various design areas includes field trips to actual equipment
installations and weekly seminars to familiarize you with the telecommunications field

ON CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS

Positions are also available at this time in our
ALBUQUERQUE and EL PASO facilities
for Industrial Engineers

Friday
March 21
you are graduating with a BS or Ms in Electrical
or Electronics Engineering sign up now tor an interview Contact the College Placement 011ice for
more information on our Company We are an equal
opportunity employer

If an interview is not convenient contact
Sally O’Bannon, Employment Representative
in San Carlos

GTE Lenkurt Incorporated
1105 County Road
San Carlos, CA 94070
415/595-3000
Communications
Transmission Systems

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
**

*
**

*
dt
Space for this ad paid for by A.S.
t***************************************

Seventh&San Fernando

eVti

*
**

Further information and copies of the
*
*
proposed constitution are available
*
*
in the A.S. Office, 3rd floor,
*
Student Union*
, 277-3201
’P

Room 223
Administration Buikling

with this ad

The

leaguens t champs
fare
cfhim
NCAAP stournament
competition, so next year
cansecond-place
at
finishers in the league
tourney will be able to
continue to the NCAAs.

Vocational concerns?

includes

1 4 35

hupePtuClAtAhat cthoeacihndesividaurael

That’s what we’re here for.
To help students.
Personal problems?

FREE STEAM CLEAN

PAUL’S
CYCLES

The number of wrestlers each league is allowed
to send to the NCAAs is reevaluated each year. The
PCAA was only allowed to
send the league champion
this year in each weight
class.

NEED
HELP?

SPRING TUNE-UP
Ten Speed
Five Speed
Three Speed

will
Gulliford
Casey
represent SJSU in the
tournament by virtue of
winning the PCAA titles in
their divisions,

the women, as they dropped another close match to Cal
State-Northridge, 6-3, for their seventh straight loss.
No. 1 singles player Kim Purcell did shine though,
battering Northridge star Debbie Pearl, 6-1, 6-3, in one of
her best performances of the year.
While the women suffered a loss, the men netters
recorded their third straight win, clobbering University of
Santa Clara, 9-0, yesterday.
Paul Batten, who took Nial Brash’s usual No. 1 soot.
finally broke his three-game losing streak, edging Santa
Clara’s Jim Laccabue by a 6-2,5-7, 7-6, margin.
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sports
UCLA:
a strange
Cinderella

Match 1 3. 1980

7

It was a scene not often seen on television, or
anywhere else, for that matter.
Winner and loser, one elated inside and the other in
secret anguish, standing together with arms around
shoulders, both misty-eyed, both savoring the moment of
pure competition.
Moments earlier UCLA had eliminated top-ranked
DePaul, 77-71, in the West Regionals and now first-year
Bruin coach Larry Brown and the Blue Demon’s 35-year
mentor Ray Meyer stood before the cameras.

Bared Soles
Roger Myers
Sports Editor

Who could ever have dreamt of the Bruins as an underdog, a Cinderella team in the NCAA tournament,
which they have dominated for what seems like the entire
modern age?

This is UCLA were talking about - the same UCLA
which won 10 NCAA titles in 12 years, including seven

consecutively, since 1964.
But since Wooden retired after winning the last UCLA
national championship in ’75, the Bruin dynasty has
declined and fallen into history, so much so that one
national magazine ran banner headlines this season
proclaiming, "THE BRUINS ARE IN RUINS."
And there were many who screamed loud and long
when the NCAA announced UCLA had squeezed into its
expanded 411-team tournament this year.
After all, UCLA had not only failed to win the Par-10
title for the first time since 1966, but had finished an unthinkable fourth in league, 12-6, and 17-9 overall.
For those of us who have watched UCLA beat the
cream of the NCAA crop for so many years. Cinderella
never looked so strange.

classifieds
Announcements

Automotive

Baseball cards, year.
books and world series programs,
S
statues,
,
aut
memorabilia QUICK CASH. See Dr
Lapin. Bus, Tower 763, or call 1370191

’72 Matda RX3 Good Looking, Needs
Tune-up, Replace Control Sox,
1000.00, Coll Evening 251-121111 or
2544717.

STUDENT Dental Plan. Take care
of your mouth and save money too Enroll nowt! Information at A.S.
Office, or call 371.6111
Recycling
Center is open this semester Wed.,
11 am 1pm and Sat and Sun., 10am
4prn. We Collect newspaper, card
board, glass, aluminum and tin
cans. (please flatten), motor oil and
automobile batteries. We’re across
rom Spartan Stadium on the corner
ol S. 7th and Hurnboll Sts. Bring
. your recyclables and come out and
support us. Volunteers welcome.
BEE RMAK ING
OUR kit selling for 09.05 makes 9
gallons of delicious brew, and then
.75 cents per 6 pack after that.
Simple instructions and top quality
ingredients make EVERY customer
a success EVERY TIME. Your
friends will insist in Coming to
YOUR pad in the future After all,
where can they get a European type
malt beer with S percent alcohol and
not have to go out to buy it. We’ll
give ’,ou individual instruction, or
i.1st be happy to rap more with you
on Friday nights from 7 to loin the
Beermakers Pub. next door to the
store
BEERMAKERS OF AMERICA
1040 N 4th Street
San Jose, 288.0647
Store open Wed thru Sat.. 9 a m to
6 p.rn , 4 days.
-ARE you graduating? What better
time to flee a beautiful award
winning color potted created by
John Era Paulson. Call John at 441
2188
SJSU GSU Gay Student Union is a
supportive organization for lesbians
and gay men GSU provides a blend
of social and educational activities
Which give lesbians and gay men the
opportunity to meet. learn about
themselves and each other and
relevant social issues. We meet in
the S.0 at a p.m. every Thurs. in
Council Chambers. 3/13 RAP
Group, 120 17.15 prn.1 Group
Outing to Drama Production, 3/27
Live Entertainment: 4/3 speaker.
Lesbian Caucus meets 730 p.m.
Wednesdays in the Women’s Center.
For more information on any of our
events. Call 279 GAYS
EVANGELICALS Concerned has a
Bible study for gay men and women,
Wednesdays. 2276 Maywood Ave.
P0. Box 11165, San Jose 95109. Call
998.0755.
SJSU COUNSELING Services:
Available to all students who would
like help with vocational, personal
or academic concerns Come see us
in our new olloce in Room 733. Ad
ministration Building. 7th and San
Fernando streets Call 2777966.
UTAH! UTAH. UTAH! UTANt
Park City.
March 29 April 5
Showbird, Alta S nights in condo’s. S
day lift ticket Round trip bus
transportation ONLY 52211! Sign up
With the Ski Club near the Student
Union or call Joe at 2611 2539. Steve
or Brian at 098 1097. Dean at 243
9049 Next meeting is Monde.
March 6 at 7.10 p.m in Eng. 132.
Net trip is March 141k to
Heavenly/Kirkwood 520 members.
516 non members for lodging and
transpotation Do it with Me Inept*
*rho Rock n’ Roll!
CALL 0 School of Ballet Arts for
into an classes at new spacious
studio. 1116 Lincoln ave. Auditions
for upcoming performances. Call
9111 2416 or 78641 Id
raw vegetable Salad Or
TRY
debeere crepes served w,egg and
shrimp and other filings Good for
Wee SSSSS or lunch! HEALTH WAY
FOODS. 126 SAN SALVADOR.
CLASS rings 10K (high school,
others) you never Wear. Paying S25
small. 540 large. Immediate cash.
Henry Eller, 7109 Circleview, St.
Louis 63173

LIFE insurance NOW with the
Provident Mutual Student Premium
Financing PlanS To find out More
about Irle insurance for students,
call Steve Pogue at 249 5272

ECONOMIC Crisis in the U S
analyzed by Dr. Karl Nsebyl. noted
Marcos, economist Four Thor
sdays, starting March 13 at 1:30 p.m.
at 1365. lot St., San Jose. 14 fee.
FORMER NUNS needed by stellar
herself also a former
researcher
nun for short onteryrew and added
Cal, Bolsi at
research
insrghts Inc
Out 01 /S eve’,
SIERRA CLUB: Cyclists interested
in riding St 00 miles along the
P401 ,1 Coast from Canada may
obtain inforrnahon Tuesday evening
uadalupe Room
al 7 JO in the S U
Note Tuesday 5 meeting on March
i 1th mac been cancelled.

’63 POND Van ea/’73 301 VI engine.
Automatic, carpeting, mays, new
paint. Exceilent condition. Offer.
Call 338.7935.
’69 POND Mustang. Auto VI, PS, low
mileage, good body, tires. Must sell.
SI Mt Call 226-9494 or 2274503.
-’64 FORD LTD. Headers. new paint,
battery, rebuilt engine, mugs, ex
hos. Clean. S990 or offer. Call MOW or 245.1217.
’61 DODGE van, 6 cy-I. Rirn6-gre-at,
low mileage. Great for camping.
Gels 72 mpg. 51,500 Call 277 1439.
Ask for David.
’77 HONDA 400. Needs alternator
Gets 35 nips MINIMUM. Excellent
tires. 5600. Call Mary at 795-5935.
Power
PONTIAC T/I1
mg. A/C. Michelins. ex
Call
offer
14,4000,
best
teflon cond.
336.5714.
’76

For Sale

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER .65
cents per lb. Noland. Call 293.2954,

PIANO Fender Rhodes 13 Suitcase
model. Good condition. 5575 or best
offer. Call Myrna at 198.4574.
10 PERCENT off antiques you can
afford for dorm, apt., furniture, old
clothes. Decorative items. Open 1 S
Tires Sat 394 E. Cmpbell Ave..
inside ice cream parlor. Call 379{390.
Model
MARANTZ
7370
amp/receiver, 70 w/ch. 2 M aaaaa z
Imperial SG speakers. Frequency
response SO le to 20 kHz 5350 Call
258 11044

Help Wanted
CAMPUS Internship Program.
Financial Planning Training and
Sales Course, CALL 249 SM.
WORK available now in Southwest
San Jose, Eastside, Cupertino.
Saratoga and Sunnyvale Flexible
hours. Apply m person at 310 South
1st No. 2715 or call 297.4664. Oyer flown car.
CAB drivers needed Full and parS.
time drivers and dispatchers. Must
be 73 years of age or older. Male and
female. All shifts available. Call
King Cab at 793 904.
MEM WOMEN!
JOSS!
Crieseships! Sailing Expfditians!
Sailing Camps. No experience. geed
pay Summer. career Nationwide.
worldwide! Send 54.95 for apinfo,
referrals to
plication,
CRUISEWORLD 20. ISIS Watt Ave.,
Box 60129, Sacramento, CA 95460.
JOSSI
LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIA!
Little exp. PanlastiC Tlpsf Pay
51,600 to 13,100 summer. Thousands
. Casino’s,
ranches, cruisers, rafting, etc. Seed
$4.95 for application. information,
referrals to Lakeworld 20, Box 60129,
2535 Watt Avenue, Sacramento. CA
95160.
AMUSEMENT park fun ... Last
Boon up red@ operators ... Security,
Sales. Immediate part lime
openings, full time summer. APPIY
NOW
FRONTIER
VILLAGE
AMUSEMENT PARK, MS Monterey Road.

EXCELLENT pay and flexible
hours. Nursing and clerical per.
sonnet needed. Aides 13/hr.. LVN’s
nth, RN’s 59/hr. Clerical at
various rates. Some espersence
needed. Call New Horizons at 744
5552

MEN! WOMEN’ Jobs on Ships!
American. foreign No emperrence
required Ereilent pay, worldwide
Neel Summer lob or career Send
53 00 for information to SE AFAX.
Dept. Ca. First and Laurel streets,
Pert Angeles, Washington 11362
THE House of Genii in San Jose is
looking for T aaaaa YAKI COOK
for a Japanese steak house. Call
1401/ 2$4,4139 alter $ p.m. Asa tar
Kenny.
OBI
lOrs I
eeded to
volunteer small amount of time and
pito, helping new students. Call
Janet at 777 29/I

BUSBOY/WAITER positions open.
[Aperient* preferred, will tram.
:all 377.9624 after 3 pill.

WE’RE looking for a career
oriented, hard working, recent
college grad Planning Research
Corp of Santa Clara is now con
ducting interviews for a second shill
Control/Quality
Production
Assurance person
This is a
Management oriented,
position in computerized publishing
industry! Technical knowledge of
printing/graphics helpful Salary
open. Excellent Company paid
benefits. Call 14081 727 4810 for appt.
EOE M/F.
COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS. I
need tutor for Eng. ISO. It you
know IBM Assembly
programming. I will pay you to help
me an hour or two a week. C.I John
at 4341907. evenings.
JOBS IN ALASKA. Summer or year
round. Good Pay. MOO to SSANS
monthly.All fields --parks, fisheries,
teaching, oil industry and morel
19110 employer listings. For information, send 63 to ALM, Box
2400 (6595 Sabado aaaaa No. 31,
Goleta. CA 93011
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer or year
round
Europe, S. America,
Australia, Asia, etc All fields. 5500
to 51,700 monthly Expenses Paid.
sightseeing. For free in In, write 1.1C.
474 Beenia. Corona Del Mar, CA
17615

EARN AND LEARN Time for
study on tot, Part time desk clerk at
seniors resodence 5 Om to mid
night
your 1,31,1 Fri and Sal
Sal. and Sun or Sun and Mon
07.20/15r 00, 3r0 Call 7138
Salesperson
DES aaaaa E!!!
wanted. Earn 54004500 per month
lust working part time. You pick
your hours! Call Alice or Moat
2146.
PART.TIME 16-24 hrs/wk. 64/hr.
Days or evenings, men or women.
Apply in person at Steve’s Formal
Wear. 315 Town and Country
Village, San JO.,
HELP WANTEO. Restaurant salad
service bartender Part
maker
time. eves. $4/11r. plus tips Emotes
Swiss Affair. Call 3119.1960.
WANTED Guitarist and vrolinrst
for accompaniment for weddong in
Monterey on May 3rd. Fee neg. Call
7934246, leave message for Julie.
PART TIME Programmer trainees
and part 11111e Program Librarian
Inlormation Systems and Com
puling (15C1 San Jose State
University ISC oflers a unique
opportunity for qualified people to
participate in a maior conversion
effort to the latest in computer
The temporary
technology
Programmer Trainee positions
prefer COBOL knowledge and in
voice business and university ap
plIcation systems The temporary
position
Librarian
Program
requires general knowledge in
computer programming such as
COBOL. FORTRAN or BASIC
Candidates must be able to work of
least 10 hours a week Please call
Mr Frank Collier. Administrative
Programming Manager. 1SC. atoll
3200. or Paul Tsao at 777 3775, Or
send your resume to ISC. Room 144.
Engineering Building. San Jose
State University, San Jose. C elet

Housing
MOTHER OLSON’S LODGINGS.
Two houses across street from
campus. Kitchen, linen, maid ser
ittiCe, TV. and parking 545 Per wk
spared, up 10540 per wk single 177
North 1th St. Coll 9940223
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB.
Great guys and gals. Kitchen, game
room. color TV, linen and maid
service. fireplace.
parsing. S45 per woes shared. 145
per week single. !OS South 11th
Street Office 122 North 0th St. Cali
9040773.

Lost and Found

LOST: Black and blue cap with
suede gloves aaaaaa Men’s Gym,
Reward. Call /93.1011 after 4 p.m.,
PA.F.

Stereo
isiminionEENNIE
Personals
UNWANTED hair removed forever.
Specialist. Conf identia I
ISS S.
Baywoof Ave. San Jose. Call 247
7414
FEMALE Models, Photo artist
seeks petite ladies lor fashion. liuvre
work. Also portfolios done Tulsa
374-7037 OWN. Norma.
PSI/1N MALE, 21,
female la
35 for good times and fun Steve,
P.O. Box 1614, Palo Alto, CA 04307.

UNIVERSAL Life Church of self.
actualization is opposed to the draft
and war. To receive a conscientious
oblectorimembership card send 53
to. 2405 Cloy Avenue, Venice. CA
00391.
WOULD like to find female to be
with
handicapped man. It in
a
10006112914301.
MARI-FIRST
"The Shakers."
Who knows! Next the "Dallas
Cowgirls." Don’t get too stoned in
litho class. Your Illsnut.
IF YOU are a girl, toll, victim of
child molestation in pee Icons, and
been through an emotional heel
since then because of it (self hale.
tears, etc./ or know what Is like,
please can Aloce at SFS ULMA in
like to find someone to share Mrs in
Common with

MALE student. Single MM. Lining
room, kitchen elv. 4110. 115 S. Nth
St. San Jose Available after March
IS

.
_
IIMUSIC and MONEY LOVERS!!
Get Me best tor less from A.E. AUD IO
ISES is SJSU’S
complete Consumer el
its
buying service with nearly 300
Is,
brands of stereo tom
compacts, portables and atcessortes
for lye car. home, stage or studio,
Also, TV 1. profeettOrt systems.
yodel, rec order icam. and games. All
,!ems new in factory sealed cartons
with full manufacture warranty 30
day defective exchange with OP
!tonal 5 year parts AND labor
Shipped direct from wholesale
d
butors to your Ooor re a to II
days! Call 255 5050 for complete
price quotes or more info. SMWFS,
10 to 10. Ask for KEN. Look to A.E
for the widest selection of the
highest fidelity at the lowest prices
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT!
SAVI THIS ADIII
Before you purchase any hift, car
TV, recorder or recording
tape, check with us for BIG DISCOUNTS on over 750 maw brands
of equipment. Good Prices available
on lust about EVERYTHING. Cor
rect. honest information given on
We
performance, quality. etc
manufacture a complete hoe of
and kits
era lily
WHOLESALE to the public .Our
speakers use the same components
that most of the highly popular and
advertised systems use but al 1/3 to
I 1 the cost Full ManufaCturers
warranty With local service.
Showroom and manufacturing
facilities in San Jose, Sounds
Unique, 76711793, Open Tues-Fri ,
6. Sal noonS.

Services
Travel
MOVING AND HAULING. Neve
large truck. Avail. for all rrrrr of
lobs Cali Roy at 190.6917.
WEDDING CHAPEL
Close In campus
Resident clergy
No blood test required
No warting
Con, rdentral Legal
Reverend Donald
HO 010140y tinsel
LOOKING for a wedding
photographer? Your wedding
Photographs by John Eric Paulson
Photography are ex preSsions of
one. soft, elegant and universally
rnderstood For the finest award
forming photography, call John at
441.231111
CENTER for Women’s -Care.
Family Planning Facility.
Free pregnancy testing
Gyn Exam Services
Birth Centrist
Abortion Services
1949797
WANT A GOOD JOB?
Increase your chances of getting one
by writing
tonal resume
and cover letter. Our booklet will
show you how to write the type of
resume and cover letter employers
like to see. Send 57.95 (Pins 19 cents
Sales fax) for our booklet. -How to
Write Effective Resumes and Cover
Letters" and receive 10 percent
dtscount on our resume service
Professional Communications. P.O.
Boo 111776, San Jose, CA 95171.

TRAVEL
B UDGET FLIGHTS 1910. Domestic
and International let flights
anywhere at discount fares We eso
ions
represent all charter
(including Laker)
. Hawaii ...
Mexico
Europe
Asia ... Africa
USA rrrrr I Services
. Australia
Available
International Student
Identity card issuance
Eurail.
Student Rail and BritRaii passes
Overseas lob placement
USA.
Youth
Canada and Mexico Travel
Hostel Cards
Student snips and
trains
Insurance
Wide map
selection
Lis rrrrr . Backpacks
Hard to find travel books
. Camping
Voltage converters
tours
Club Med
Open 7 days
Mon Fr., go. Saturday, OS, Sunday.
noon -5 TRIP AND TRAVEL PLAN
NING COMPANY, Ch rrrrr Travel
Specialists 444 E. Willie., Street
110th and Wm), San Jose, CA 95112
Call IOC 795 1611.
"ADVENTURE travelers interested
in Mountaineering
Trekking
backpack trips
norsepack trips
bicycling touring
Cattle drives
river
hang girding
ballooning
ratting
kayaking
canoeing
windiamming and many more ’
D.’S at Trip and
Conte Re, 11
Tryel Planning Cu. 444 Wollram
St, San Jose, CA 05117 Call (hal
292 1512 ... Mon Fri 96
Sat . I S
... Sun.. noon -S.

RATES

SINGLE arhsticraftswornan with 2
daughters, land P. has 501cR rooms
and bathrooms for rent fort female
studentS. 5150 per room including
utilities. Must like children Call /25
seal evenings. Ask Inc
Weinstein

FEMALE roommate wanted to
share a MOM al Valley West Acts
Call Lynn e 703 ell or Dori Prosser
at 14151949 7277.

_
WRITING PROELEMS1 The San
Department
English
Stale
Jose
tore will help
Writing
students with their writing skills.
paragraphs,
senlences,
organization. term paper work.
Come in early in your writing
Experienced tutors will
advise you. HOURS: M. 11.S; TW, I9, Th., 8-3: F, 8-4. Education 739.

LOST: Green backpack with very
important notebooks. Call John at
354.3784 after 5 p.m.

ROOM 6150/mo. 2 blocks from
campus. Prefer older, mature
woman. Share 4 bdrin, house with
grad couple and small child.
Security plus and kit. piny. Call Don
or Fatal 275099

roommate
MALE/FEMALE
wanted Grad Or returning student
Private wood paneled
MOM; share large house and yard
with 3 friends, dog and cat 5170 plus
share utilities. Call 9411403/ evenings
or early inerningS.

DONNA MAY
Fashion photographer seeks
models for resting
(and portfolio, work.
C111280 0912 before 9 am
after 5 p.m. Near campus.

FURNISHED 1 bdrm apt Quiet,
good security All crfilltres paid 1240
plus deposrt Two blocks from SJSU
Non smoker no pets Call 200 MD

One
day

f

Two
days

Threw
days

$200

2 50

2 50

3 00

.1 00
3 SO

four
days

Two
days

2 75

2 90

3 00

3 25

3 40

3 50

3 50

3 75
4 2$

3 90
4 40

4 00

4 00

4 50

50

50

50

Minimum Three Lines One Derr
Semester lisle (oilmen.) 030 00
Cheek a Classthcanon

Announcrnents
Automotive
For Sale

S.F.M.Y., one way, night
1161
(AA and UAL S.F./N.Y.. one way.
day ... SI114 (AA and UA), San
Jose/Chicago, one way ... 5139 (AA)
Eastern Airline
Special Excursion
S F ./11 Y ./S.F round trip ... S291.
Most stay ore. one Sal. night ... 1
days advance purchase
max. Stay
60 days 5391. Price effective June 1
and sublect to government approval. BOOK EARLY FOR THE A
BOVE BUDGET FARES
Con
tact: Trip and Travel Planning Co..
444 E. William St., San JOS!, CA
95113, Call 14011 197-1413 Monday to
Friday, 9.6
Saturday. 9.5 ...
SUnd4h. noon 5

277-3175

50

TYPING
neatness and
deadlines
teed. Experienced
in m
reports, dissertations.
Approved by SJSU 0
le
Department. IBM Sal, II. South San
Jose, Blossom Valley area. Call
Janet 11 227-0134,

Typing Agency.
BERKELEY
Prolessional services, reasonable
rates Open 9 a m. to 7 p.m.. M.F.
Call 287 1710 or drop by 122 E. San
Salvador St. in downtown San Jose
(I block up from the Science Bldg),

TYPING: Thesis, term papers, etc.
Exparrenced and fast. R rrrrrr ble
rates. Call 7694674.

Perennels

Lust end Fvo.mml

Stare,

ServIce

TYPING
IBM Selectric
217-4355
Fast,
ccurale,
TYPING:
reasonable Assignment counseling.
THE SET UP, Call Joyce zit 266-4359.
TYPING Accurate. Term papers.
reports wag , double spaced. Call
Gayle al 261 0010
TYPING by Kathy. Professional and
experienced Selectric II Call 954
I1370.

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS
277-3175

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe
19110 Luc fingekis hens Sy adtcsot

ACROSS
1 Looping
raldpretac
9 - people (a
crowd)
15 Escarmllo
16 City in NW
Syria
17 Becomes
rough of
voice
18 Model in a dress
shop, for instance
19 - Arbor
20 School affiliate,
for short
21 Certain bank
offerings: Abbr.
22 Single
23 Copper
25 - Methuselah
27 Part of a sleeve
28 Up to now
30 German article
31 Man’s nickname
32 "0 Sole -"
34 Heavy curtain
36 Owns
39 Handsome "
young men
41 Police Dept.
member
42 Bosom friend
44 Honor card
46 Blackmore
character
47 Chief minister to
David
49 Nitric and
sulphuric

53 Responses to
voice votes
54 Shots beyond
the target
56 Western Native
American
57 Difficult, for a
cockney
58 Go: Scot.
59 No gentleman
61 Distant
neighbor
of 56 AcroNs
62 Western exhibitions
64 Diameters of
gun bores: Var.
66 Diminutive of a
girl’s name
67 Not fit to eat
68 Tankards
69 Medicinal plant
DOWN
1 Far above Cayuga’s water:.
2 Nobody’s
3 Chink, as in a
wall
4 Pronoun
5 Insect
6 "- a Nightingale"
7 First name
in film lore
8 Fem. title
9 Urban green
spots
10 Spanish cheers
11 Beverage
12 Started to grow

13 Campers’ delight
14 Equine extremities
21 Entertainer
Burnett
24 Pro 26 Be regretful
about
27 Le dernier 29 Gear for a
princess
31 Lost
33 Unclose: Poet.
35 Balderdash
36 Sail ropes
37 Medicinal plant
38 Appear to take
both sides of
(an issue)
40 Gothic arch
43 USNA grad
45 Sgt. or Cpl.
48 Secrets
50 Renowned
pianist Jose
51 Well, well!
52 Sand partridge
of India
54 Desert stopovers
55 Western
capital
58 Enter
60 Queen of
Carthage
63 Biblical judge
64 Presidential title:
Abbr.
65 Nickname of a
native of Bar.
bados

’ 11111114 MEM Mil Ell"
15

111
1
1
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11

21
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Help Wanted
Housing

FAST, accurate typing/editing on
Selectric II. Theses, etc. Words
Unlimited. Call Val at 940-9303

PROFESSIONAL exp. typist. Fast,
accurate, reasonable. IBM See.
Inc. Call Meet

TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL. 20
rs exp. Resumes. theses, reports.
.,faes, term reports, letters, doc
tore teS, charts, graphs. etc .
Reasonable. So. Valley area Call
KATHIE at SWIM, 9 a.m. lo 9 p.m
I am also on the Graduate Office
Approved Typist List.
_
ING
iNTELLI
Connie and Gary 910-0797

TYPING. My firm can handle
anything from one letter to large
Mail 1111TO Reports, manual or
Quality work at
rsumes.
In
. Call THE
EXECUTIVE’S ASSISTANT at 710
1141,
TYPING Solutes. TOP quality
typing, Reasonable rates and last
service. Call Kathy Schlachter at
926-511117 eves.

TYPING: Term Wien, resumes,
letters, etc St/pg. and up. IBM
Correcting Selectric. All work
proofread. Call Kitty at 2343010
after 3 p.m. please.

PROFESSIONAL editing. Theses,
dissertations, eh. Reasonable. Call
Ms Bernell al 374 NV.

Typing

A

adn’oloonI ens add
50

WORK permits for American lull
time students in New Zealand
gratarn
Ireland . France
Israel (Kibbutz)
No red tape,. no
gimmick
authentic
C041100,
Trip and Travel Planning CO., 444
William It, Sao Jose, CA 9S117 Call
14081 292 1613 Monday to Friday, 9,6
Sarurday, 05 Sunday, noon S.

000 MMOMMOIMM
MUUMUU HOU
MUM OMOOMMUMMO
NO00 UMW @IMMO
OEM 00061 MUM@
1
DANK
E
WOO
3113180

3/ 3180
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Current Weekly staff still
paying off previous debts
-continued from page 1
"Our paper gives the
students something else to
read besides the Daily," he
said.
Councilrnember Ken
Schott, who opposed the
1500 Weekly allocation of
Feb. 27, said at that time
the paper "is a bad innot
and
vestment
progressing toward selfsufficiency."
Since then. Schott said
he has taken his first look
at the paper and
"changed" his mind.
"It really is a quality
newspaper and I don’t want
to see it stopped," he said.
He added, though, that he
is still concerned whether
by Georgo / Sandas
the Weekly will become
This semester, the Weekly has its own boxes.
independent.
A.S. funds the Weekly
"They’re getting exIn addition to adbecause "we want another
vertising revenue and A.S. travagant now," Hastings
newspaper and believe it
allocations, the Weekly is said of the current Weekly.
will become self-sufficient
involved in fund-raising "They have moved into a
and not have to keep combigger office at 372 S.
ing back to us," according activities, Phillips said. He
have their
to councilmember Joanie added a benefit concert on First St. ) and
Feb. 17 netted the paper own equipment."
Goar.
Phillips said the
This is the general $143.
attitude of the council, she
The Weekly plans on Weekly is attempting to
sponsoring more concerts achieve the professional
added.
Publication is on an in the future, he said. The status associated with a
issue -by -issue
basis, paper is also attempting to self-sufficient paper. The
Phillips said.
convince various SJSU paper still has some
Each week, the editors organizations to purchase a problems with deadlines
look at all their resources weekly page for club news, but there is plenty of
material to print, he added.
"The Weekly should be
about 32-40 pages long with
color pictures," Phillips
said.
Problems
with
organization and production have kept the paper at
an average of 16 pages, he
-- Mike Phillips added.

Phillips does not anticipate the Weekly
achieving this goal in the
near future but said it is
"something to shoot for."
He said that an "unjustified" radical label,
partly in response to all
exclusive interview with
Revolutionary
former
Communist Youth Brigade
( RCYB ) leader Sharon
Yuki last semester, has
scared away some
potential advertisers.
The article was meant
only to give students more
information and insight
into the RCYB and Yuki,
Phillips said.
The Weekly’s new
distribution boxes, located
around campus, have
improved the paper’s
credibility, ad manager
Scott Shifrel said.
The boxes cost the
Weekly about $200 and
were constructed by SJSU
Plant Operations with the
of
SJSU
approval
President Gail Fullerton,
Phillips said.

The Associated Students’ special election on
the proposed constitution
revision will conclude today. Polls are located at
the Student Union, the Reserve Book Room, and between the Men’s and Women’s gyms on San Carlos
street.
The Black Student Union will meet today in the
Afro-American Studies
Room at 4 p.m. For more
information call Juan Sigler at 277-2807 or 881-1985.
"Womyn’s Week" will
hold a rally and march tonight at 8 starting in the
S.U. Ballroom. The rally
features Women against
Rape and Violence.

p.m. in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room.
Counseling Services
welcomes all students to a
stress reduction session
from 12:30 to 1:20 p.m. today and every Thursday in
Administration, room 223.
Budapest will lead a
workshop on Goddess Revolution at 9:30 a.m. today
in the S.U. Umunhum
Room as part of "Womyn’s
Week."
-Asian Horizons" will
present campus and community news, commentaries and music from 11 to
11:30 a.m. today on KSJS
Radio, 91.7 FM.
Lou Harrison, composer, will lead a University

Booktalk on M. Duberman’s book "Black Mountain," at 12:30 p.m. today
in the Staff Cafeteria, room

La Casa Nueva Radio
is looking for new members. Call Antonio Lopez,
Jr. at 295-5759.
Spartan Pub hosts a
new wave band, "Nasty
Habits" at 8 tonight in the
Pub.
A recruiter from Crocker Bank will be in Business Classrooms, room 4,
at 1:30p.m. today.
Nurse’s Christian Fellowship will hold a Bible
study and meeting at 12:30

p.m. toda) in the S.U. Pacheco Room.
Theta Chi will hold a
party at 9 tonight at 123 S.
11th St.
Society for the Advancement of Management
will host Judith Schliessmann at 7 tonight at the
Holiday Inn on Fourth
Street. More information is
available in Business
Classrooms, room 316.
Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will meet at
7:30 tonight in Dudley
Moorhead Hall, room 231,
The Organization of
Arab Students will meet today at 3:30 p.m. in the SAL
Guadalupe Room.

NOW HIRING
Manufacturing
company now hiring for new Regional Distribution
Center in homecare products serving Santa Clara
County and Bay Area
Distributor for Large West Coast

The Akabayan Filipino
Club will meet today at 1:30

REPRODUCE

Personnel needed in delivery, sales, secretarial,
salary and commission service departments

Our Xerox 9 00 wile allow you to reproduce

for 4( a page. And our overnight rates are just .312(

EARN UP TO $100 A DAY
Must have a valid California driver’s license,
Be neat, aggressive, and willing to work

Dissertations copied on thesis quality cotton
rag for only 8C. -We do all the work!
No minimums

’If we don’t have the money,
we don’t publish’

and decide whether they Phillips added.
can put out a paper, he
The latter effort, he
added.
said, has not been suc"If we don’t have the cessful.
money, we don’t publish,"
The Weekly also has a
Phillips said. The Weekly three-man
advertising
will not survive by going staff now, Axtell said. Ad
further into debt as manager Joe Page, who
Hastings did, he added.
left the paper two weeks
Axtell and Phillips both ago, had been solely resagreed that this philosophy ponsible for the job.
had a part in the Weekly’s
1979
’I he
spring
failure to publish twice this Weekly, Phillips said, was
semester.
a -slapdash operation put
The Weekly now has its out by brute force," pointown darkroom and access ing to a small office and
to a typesetting machine, staff and rented equipment
Phillips said. These im- as factors.
provements have cut the
paper’s printing costs
considerably, he added.
Axtell, Phillips and
news editor Glenda Cade
purchased the typesetting
machine last October with
a $10,000 loan and formed
University Typesetting, he
said. The private business
operates out of the Weekly
office, Phillips added.
The Weekly, thus, does
not own the machine and is
essentially a reduced rate
client of University
Printing, Phillips said.
Basic printing costs are
about $400 an issue, he
added.
Phillips said the
typesetting machine was
telephone
purchased by the editors to
contact work
cut
the
Weekly’s
typesetting bill, because
mornings
the paper could not afford
to purchase the machine.
afternoons
The three editors also plan
or evenings
to operate a full-time
printing business after they
graduate, he added.
no experience
He admitted University Printing has some outnecessary
side clients, such as Slick
Magazine in San Francisup to S5 hr.
co. Because the machine
to start.
does not belong to AS.,
however, he sees no conS200 a week
flict of interest.

"Womyn’s Week" will
hold a natural healing
workshop with Hallie Iglehart at 2 p.m. today in the
S.U. Costanoan Room,

For more information Call 287-8082
BAY AREA COMPACT

KINKO’S COPIES

481 E SAN CARLOS ST (408) 295-551 r
123 SO THIRD ST
(408) 295-4336

265 Meridian Ave., Suite 6
San Jose, CA 95126

Jr. and Sr. Engineering Students
(M.E.’s, I.E.’s & I.T.’s)

Now that
you have a
class
schedule. . .
Why not
get a work
schedule?

Voter
deadline
May 5th
registration
Voter
deadline for the June 3
primary election is May 5.
The presidential
primary candidates will be
on the ballot at that time.
Proposition 9 (Jarvis
II ) will be on the state
ballot and the gay rights
ordinance will be on the
city and county ballots.
To vote, a person must
be 18, a resident of
California and must have
voter
a
submitted
registration form to the
registrar of voters 29 days
in advance of the election.

possible for
part time work
Pleasant office
easy commute

BEER AND PIZZA PARTY*
*(Beer will only be served to students 21 or older with a valid Driver’s License.)

MOUNTAIN MIKES 700 Bellomy Street (at Park Avenue),
Santa Clara, Thursday, March 13, 7-10 p.m.
A relaxed atmosphere in which to discuss your future
with our engineering professionals

356-0416

BRING THIS COUPON -

I

Free admission to FMC’s
Periodical
Publishers
Service Bureau
405 Alberto Way
Suite E. Los Gatos

FMC will be holding formal interviews
on the SJSU campus on Friday, March 14,

BEER AND PIZZA PARTY

Name
Address

Street
City

State

Zip

Ordnance Division
1107 Coleman Ave.,
San Jose, CA 95108

